Fedora UK&I meeting, University of Durham (2013-03-13)

The Fedora UK & Ireland Group met at the University of Durham on 21st March 2013.

The morning session was taken up with reports from various attendees about recent developments at their institutions:

- Durham University archives - Richard Higgins
- LSE Digital Library - Andrew Amato
- Open University website archiving - James Alexander
- National Library of Wales - Glen Robson
- University of Hull - Chris Awre
- Edinburgh Geosciences - Eduardo Serafin
- University of York - Peri Stracchino

The afternoon session included

- An overview of the Fedora Futures Project (as we understand it at present)
- A discussion of Fedora in context - what other organisational systems does Fedora interact with, and
- A very brief touch on Fedora in the realm of research data